Marketing Audit

SNAPSHOT
Fixed price – £5,000 + VAT

What is needed to establish a marketing
operation that delivers long-term sales
results for your business?
Your Marketing Audit will be tailored to your specific needs.
We will do what’s needed to get you to a clear outline plan for marketing that
equips you to step things up. But, here’s a sense of what’s typically covered:

Duration – report within 1
month
Approach – in person and
desk research as required
Output – a clear and costed
action plan for building a
marketing operation within the
next 12 months
Bonus – quick wins report

After the audit, you will have:







A clear understanding of what your marketing operation needs
to deliver
A clear view of the strengths and weaknesses of your current
marketing operation
An outline marketing strategy and 12-month plan for a thorough
marketing transformation
A list of enhancements in priority order
A list of quick wins that can be undertaken immediately

What’s involved?






A detailed survey conducted online or in person to gather
key information
An end-to-end review of your marketing operation for up to
TM
three markets against the Thirteen Touchpoint Leaks
Interviews, in person or by phone, with key staff and suppliers to clarify
findings as appropriate
A half day presentation of findings and discussions of next steps
A final report detailing findings, areas for further assessment
recommendations, an outline marketing strategy and 12-month action
plan with an indication of costs

What we didn’t want was
a lofty strategy document
that meant nothing in
practice, and the
Watertight Marketing
[methodology] definitely
delivered on that. As a
result, the business has
grown three-fold.

Patrick Nash, CEO,
Connect Assist

MARKETING AUDIT

What’s covered?
The initial audit will gather information and deliver outline findings against the following key focus areas:
➊ Strategy: Is your offering clear and compelling to a clearly identified audience?
➋ Set-up: What systems and processes do you need to deliver effective marketing?
➌ Skills: Do you have the right mix of current marketing skills at your disposal?
➍ Suppliers: What is the appropriate mix of expert suppliers for specialist tasks?
➎ Activity and tools: What sales tools and marketing activity do you need in place to
meet your sales targets?
We would agree either to spread the time equally across these areas or to highlight some for more detailed
consideration. This allows us to make use of any previous internal reviews or consulting outputs, and focus
energies on areas less well explored or understood.

In your audit report
➊ Strategy: what are you selling to whom?
Key output – Audience mapping:
Preparation of an audience map that details
sectors, industries and relationships. This can
subsequently be used to clarify messaging.
The audit will either take existing clear
messaging and map it on to this framework, or
highlight that clearer messaging is required.

➋ Set –up: what marketing infrastructure do you need?
Key output – Infrastructure snapshot:
A highlighted marketing system and process diagram with strengths and weaknesses identified and suggested
investments where necessary. This covers key marketing assets, for example data, digital, brand, etc.

➌ Skills and ➍ Suppliers: what skills are needed to run this infrastructure?
Key output – Skills assessment:
Commentary and prioritisation of key skills (in-house and
outsourced) for partnering, recruitment, training and/or
development.

MARKETING AUDIT
➎ Activity and tools: what content and programme do you need to drive results?
Key output - Assessment: A review of the buying process for each key
audience with a traffic light assessment of how well each stages is covered.
Key output - Actions: For each priority area, you will have at least one
actionable suggestion for enhancements at each stage of the buying
process.
Key output – Activity overview: Mapping activities against audiences and
the buying cycle to identify any gaps.
The report and findings will be used to develop an outline marketing strategy
and 12-month action plan.

Costs & Timings
A Marketing Audit usually takes at least three full days spread out over one
month to complete. This is likely to include at least one full day with the
client.




The cost of an audit is £5,000 + VAT
We would bill 50% in advance and 50% on submission of the final report

About Watertight Marketing
Watertight Marketing is a powerful and practical methodology for putting into a growing business a marketing
operation that supports long-term sales results. Developed over twelve years, and tested in over 200
companies, this unique approach was created by Bryony Thomas and captured in her award-winning book of
the same name.

Rachael Wheatley
Rachael is a director of Bluegreen Learning and an experienced consultant with
25 years’ marketing and business development experience. Having worked inhouse for various companies at a senior level, she set up her own business 6
years ago.
She is accredited with Watertight Marketing, a framework aimed at helping small
businesses build long-term sales, which she uses into her consultancy work.

Rachael has a wealth of knowledge, experience, ideas and case studies to
support her thorough understanding of marketing and business
development…. I greatly value her expertise and insight.

Head of Marketing, Actuarial Firm
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